The classical extreme-value theory does not give a good account of the distribution of maximum rainfall intensities in Belgium. Reasons are given for the use, in this case, of a probability function defined by a double exponential whose argument is a function represented by a curve with two asymptotes. The application of such a probability function, when the curve is a branch of a hyperbola, to the maximum rainfall, in 1 min., at Uccle, leads t o a good fit.
INTRODUCTION
All problems concerned with water streaming during rainfall have generally to be solved with the knowledge of probabilities of rainfall intensities. Consequently, it is of some importance to be able to make statistical prediction of such variates with the best possible accuracy. This paper will be more especially concerned with the monthly maximum rainfall intensities in 1 min. provided at Uccle, Belgium (Institut Royal MBtBorologique) by a Hellmann rain recorder.
EXTREME-VALUE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The estimation of the proabilities of maximum rainfall intensities belongs obviously to extreme-value theory and therefore it should be remembered what kind of dist'ribution func,tJions are ordinarily best fitted to such data, functions which were int'roduced by Fisher and Tippett [l] .
If t is the variat'e and if +(to) gives the probability that t is less than the fixed value to, these distribut8iorl functions are defined by the equation: been recently reported by Gumbel [ 2 ] . The easiest one consists in adjusting by least squares y= "log ("log F ) , where F is the observed cumulative frequency distribution, to a linear function of x.
MONTHLY MAXIMUM INTENSITIES IN 1 MIN., AT UCCLE
Our investigation was made on thc maximum intensities observed during the period 1938-57. More precisely, the maximum rainfall intensity was determined for every month of each year of this period and the means of those monthly maximums were calculated for each month. Brequency dist>ributions were then established with the use of class intervals having a width of one-fift'h of the mean monthly maximum.
The 12 samples obtained in this way looked very similar and suggested tllc assumption of an identical theoretical Since we are concerned with group~d data and an adjusted theoretical distribution, t h e largest difference seems t'o be too near it's critical value to bt corlsidcretl as non-significant, Moreover, the x* test leads to a value of x2 which is significant at a level smallw than
Fj x
T h e adjustment, has thus to be rejwted.
ADJUSTMENT OF y T O x WITH THE USE OF A QUADRATIC RELATIONSHIP
T l r e reasotrs for this rejection are apparent'ly related to a systematic variation of y with respect to y', a variation whicll is rnatle evident by plotting the differences a=y-y' agailrst X (see fig. 1 ). 111 addition, this graphical represelltat'iorl suggests a11 asymptotic linear variation for small and for large values of x, variations which, in the simplest case, might' be rtpresc.nted by a branch of' tt hyperhola. Such an asymptotic behavior ol y had however to bc expected here. It has, in fact, to be rememhered tllat it1 Belgium, maximum intensities are provided 1))-t'wo kinds of rains, the first' kind being the corlt'irluous mills falling during the passage of cyclones, and tlle second one being the showers accompanying certain polar air invasions as well as tllundcrst,orms. In terms of probabilities, this means tlrat the observed maximum is the largest betmeerl two extreme values, each of them being issued from a different populat'ion. Finally, taking in account that the point's Pl(.c= 13, 2=83), P2(x=51, z=O), and P3(c=87, z="39) are on the curve, it is found that a2=4.3031, hence: since 10.28 is larger than 2'98.6, the hrnnch of hyperbola defined by (7) may be accepted.
The v:tlues of z' calculated with (6) are given i n table 1 too, while both t,he distribution +l(t) defined by (7) a n t 1 the o1)served distribution have been tlrawn in figure  2 ; this timc, the comparison indicat'es a very good fit', which is confirmed by a value of x ' for which P>0.20.
In figure 2 , the asymptotic directions as, and as,! I~:lve :Jso beer) drttwn; they were derived from t'llr~ equation : -~ ?/-((10.28f\j8.B).r=0.
FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSION
As w:ls mentioned abovc, a relatively large sample m a s obt'tkletl by grouping in one sample the different' samples corresponding to each month. Although the assumpt'ion permit't'ing such a grouping was found to be acceptable, it is not' uninteresting to make a last comparison in ortltr to verify if this assumption is quite justified. This comparison was macle by grouping the data in four samples corresponding respectively t'o the quart'ers January-March (1-111) , April-June (IV-VI) ,
July-September (VII-IX), and October-December (X-XII) , and by calculating t'lle differences of t'he observed frequency distributions for each of these periods from the theoretical distribution (t) defined by ( 7 ) .
The results are given in table 2. They show t'llat the fit is best for the quarter October-Deccmber, and lcss good for the other ones with, in particular, higher probabilities for small values of t during the period JanuaryMarch and, on the contrary, lower probabilities for such values during t'he period April-Sept'ember. A better fit is thus to be expected if each group is treated sept~rt~tely.
However, for high values of t, it should be rlot'ed that the fit is very good in t)he four cases. This last stttt'emerlt may be illustrated by the following feature :
It was formerly admit'tetl t'llat the ir~tensit~y in 1 min. a t Uccle might be considered as a maximum which would never occur. I n reality, the probability of having in t'lle year an intensity less than 5 mm. in 1 min., computed from the probabilities of such an intcnsity occurring during any month of the year, leads with the use of +,(t) to a probability of 0.9665. With other words, an illtensity of at least' 5 mm. in I min. has a rct,urn period of about' 30 years. wllcre z is given in tenths of millimeters which, for 2=50, gives y=3.498, rlamcly a probability of 0.9702 and a return period of 33.6 years, both in very good agreement with our first estimation. Furthcrmore, the secular maximum estimated in the same manner was found to be 6.17 mm. by the first mcthocl (practically in July), while y=4.60 in (8) leads to x=B.ll mm. Thcl agreement is again excellent.
To conclude, tdm favorable results obtained by the very simple computations described above advoc,ate the use of the considered double exponential each time that extrcmc values may comc from at least two sufficiently differcnt populations.
